
 

 

CHAPTER 5  

 

The largest synagogue in Europe is located in Budapest on Dohany Street.  

Built in the Moorish style with massive twin spires, the shrine has seats for more  

than three thousand worshippers—with downstairs pews for the men and  

balcony benches for the women.  

 

Outside in the garden, in a mass burial pit, are interred the bodies of hundreds  

of Hungarian Jews who died during the horrors of the Nazi occupation. The site  

is marked by a Tree of Life—a metal sculpture depicting a weeping willow  

whose leaves are each inscribed with the name of a victim. When a breeze  

blows, the metal leaves rattle against one another, clattering with an eerie echo  

above the hallowed ground.  

 

For more than three decades, the spiritual leader of the Great Synagogue had  

been the eminent Talmudic scholar and Kabbalist—Rabbi Yehuda Koves—who,  

despite his advancing years and poor health, remained an active member of the  

Jewish community both in Hungary and around the world.  

 

As the sun set across the Danube, Rabbi Koves exited the synagogue. He  

made his way past the boutiques and mysterious “ruin bars” of Dohany Street en  

route to his home on Marcius 15 Square, a stone’s throw from Elisabeth Bridge,  

which linked the ancient cities of Buda and Pest, which were formally united in  

1873.  

 

The Passover holidays were fast approaching—normally one of Koves’s most  

joyous times of the year—and yet, ever since his return last week from the  

Parliament of the World’s Religions, he had been feeling only a bottomless  

disquiet.  

 

I wish I had never attended.  

 

The extraordinary meeting with Bishop Valdespino, Allamah Syed al-Fadl,  

and futurist Edmond Kirsch had plagued Koves’s thoughts for three full days.  

 



Now, as Koves arrived home, he strode directly to his courtyard garden and  

unlocked his haziko —the small cottage that served as his private sanctuary and  

study.  

 

The cottage was a single room with high bookshelves that sagged under the  

weight of religious tomes. Koves strode to his desk and sat down, frowning at  

the mess before him.  

 

If anyone saw my desk this week, they’d think I’d lost my mind.  

 

Strewn across the work surface, a half-dozen obscure religious texts lay open,  

plastered with sticky notes. Behind them, propped open on wooden stands, were  

three heavy volumes—Hebrew, Aramaic, and English versions of the Torah—  

each opened to the same book.  

 

Genesis.  

 

In the beginning...  

 

Koves could, of course, recite Genesis from memory, in all three languages;  

he was more likely to be reading academic commentary on the Zohar or  

advanced Kabbalistic cosmology theory. For a scholar of Koves’s caliber to  

study Genesis was much like Einstein going back to study grade-school  

arithmetic. Nonetheless, that’s what the rabbi had been doing this week, and the  

notepad on his desk looked to have been assaulted by a wild torrent of hand-  

scrawled notes, so messy that Koves could barely make them out himself.  

 

I look like I’ve turned into a lunatic.  

 

Rabbi Koves had started with the Torah—the Genesis story shared by Jews  

and Christians alike. In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth.  

Next, he had turned to the instructional texts of the Talmud, rereading the  

rabbinic elucidations on Ma’aseh Bereshit —the Act of Creation. After that, he  

delved into the Midrash, poring over the commentaries of various venerated  

exegetes who had attempted to explain the perceived contradictions in the  

traditional Creation story. Finally, Koves buried himself in the mystical  

Kabbalistic science of the Zohar, in which the unknowable God manifested as  



ten different sephirot, or dimensions, arranged along channels called the Tree of  

Life, and from which blossomed four separate universes.  

 

The arcane complexity of the beliefs that made up Judaism had always been  

comforting to Koves—a reminder from God that humankind was not meant to  

understand all things. And yet now, after viewing Edmond Kirsch’s presentation,  

and contemplating the simplicity and clarity of what Kirsch had discovered,  

Koves felt like he had spent the past three days staring into a collection of  

outdated contradictions. At one point, all he could do was push aside his ancient  

texts and go for a long walk along the Danube to gather his thoughts.  

 

Rabbi Koves had finally begun to accept a painful truth: Kirsch’s work would  

indeed have devastating repercussions for the faithful souls of this world. The  

scientist’s revelation boldly contradicted almost every established religious  

doctrine, and it did so in a distressingly simple and persuasive manner.  

 

I cannot forget that final image, Koves thought, recalling the distressing  

conclusion of Kirsch’s presentation that they had watched on Kirsch’s oversized  

phone. This news will affect every human being—not just the pious.  

 

Now, despite his reflections over the last few days, Rabbi Koves still felt no  

closer to knowing what to do with the information that Kirsch had provided.  

 

He doubted Valdespino and al-Fadl had found any clarity either. The three  

men had communicated by phone two days ago, but the conversation had not  

been productive.  

 

“My friends,” Valdespino had begun. “Obviously, Mr. Kirsch’s presentation  

was disturbing ... on many levels. I urged him to call and discuss it further with  

me, but he has gone silent. Now I believe we have a decision to make.”  

 

“I’ve made my decision,” said al-Fadl. “We cannot sit idly by. We need to take  

control of this situation. Kirsch has a well-publicized scorn for religion, and he  

will frame his discovery in a way to do as much damage as possible to the future  

of faith. We must be proactive. We must announce his discovery ourselves.  

Immediately. We must cast it in the proper light so as to soften the impact, and  

make it as nonthreatening as possible to the believers in the spiritual world.”  



 

“I realize we discussed going public,” Valdespino said, “but unfortunately, I  

cannot imagine how one frames this information in a nonthreatening way.” He  

sighed heavily. “There is also the issue of our vow to Mr. Kirsch that we would  

keep his secret.”  

 

“True,” al-Fadl said, “and I too am conflicted about breaking that vow, but I  

feel we must choose the lesser of two evils and take action on behalf of the  

greater good. We are all under attack—Muslims, Jews, Christians, Hindus, all  

religions alike—and considering that our faiths all concur on the fundamental  

truths that Mr. Kirsch is undermining, we have an obligation to present this  

material in a way that does not distress our communities.”  

 

“I fear there is no way this will make any sense,” Valdespino said. “If we are  

entertaining the notion of going public with Kirsch’s news, the only viable  

approach will be to cast doubt on his discovery—to discredit him before he can  

get his message out.”  

 

“Edmond Kirsch?” al-Fadl challenged. “A brilliant scientist who has never  

been wrong about anything? Were we all in the same meeting with Kirsch? His  

presentation was persuasive.”  

 

Valdespino grunted. “No more persuasive than presentations made by Galileo,  

Bruno, or Copernicus in their day. Religions have been in this predicament  

before. This is just science banging on our door once again.”  

 

“But on a far deeper level than the discoveries of physics and astronomy!” al-  

Fadl exclaimed. “Kirsch is challenging the very core —the fundamental root of  

everything we believe! You can cite history all you like, but don’t forget, despite  

your Vatican’s best efforts to silence men like Galileo, his science eventually  

prevailed. And Kirsch’s will too. There is no way to stop this from happening.”  

 

There was a grave silence.  

 

“My position on this matter is simple,” Valdespino said. “I wish Edmond  

Kirsch had not made this discovery. I fear that we are unprepared to handle his  

findings. And my strong preference is that this information never see the light of  



day.” He paused. “At the same time, I believe that the events of our world  

happen according to God’s plan. Perhaps with prayer, God will speak to Mr.  

Kirsch and persuade him to reconsider making his discovery public.”  

 

Al-Fadl scoffed audibly. “I don’t think Mr. Kirsch is the kind of man capable  

of hearing the voice of God.”  

 

“Perhaps not,” Valdespino said. “But miracles happen every day.”  

 

Al-Fadl fired back hotly, “With all due respect, unless you’re praying that God  

strikes Kirsch dead before he can announce—”  

 

“Gentlemen!” Koves intervened, attempting to defuse the growing tension.  

“Our decision need not be rushed. We don’t need to reach a consensus tonight.  

Mr. Kirsch said his announcement is a month away. Might I suggest that we  

meditate privately on the matter, and speak again in several days? Perhaps the  

proper course will reveal itself through reflection.”  

 

“Wise counsel,” Valdespino replied.  

 

“We should not wait too long,” al-Fadl cautioned. “Fet’s speak again by phone  

two days from now.”  

 

“Agreed,” Valdespino said. “We can make our final decision at that time.”  

 

That had been two days ago, and now the night of their follow-up  

conversation had arrived.  

 

Alone in his haziko study, Rabbi Koves was growing anxious. Tonight’s  

scheduled call was now almost ten minutes overdue.  

 

At last, the phone rang, and Koves seized it.  

 

“Hello, Rabbi,” said Bishop Valdespino, sounding troubled. “I’m sorry for the  

delay.” He paused. “I’m afraid Allamah al-Fadl will not be joining us on this  

call.”  

 



“Oh?” Koves said with surprise. “Is everything all right?”  

 

“I don’t know. I’ve been trying to reach him all day, but the allamah seems to  

have ... disappeared. None of his colleagues have any idea where he is.”  

 

Koves felt a chill. “That’s alarming.”  

 

“I agree. I hope he is okay. Unfortunately, I have more news.” The bishop  

paused, his tone darkening further. “I have just learned that Edmond Kirsch is  

holding an event to share his discovery with the world ... tonight.”  

 

“Tonight?!” Koves demanded. “He said it would be a month!”  

 

“Yes,” Valdespino said. “He lied.”  

 

 

 

CHAPTER 31  

 

The szechenyi chain Bridge—one of eight bridges in Budapest—spans more  

than a thousand feet across the Danube. An emblem of the link between East and  

West, the bridge is considered one of the most beautiful in the world.  

 

What am I doing? wondered Rabbi Koves, peering over the railing into the  

swirling black waters below. The bishop advised me to stay at home.  

 

Koves knew he shouldn’t have ventured out, and yet whenever he felt  

unsettled, something about the bridge had always pulled at him. For years, he’d  

walked here at night to reflect while he admired the timeless view. To the east, in  

Pest, the illuminated facade of Gresham Palace stood proudly against the bell  

towers of Szent Istvan Bazilika. To the west, in Buda, high atop Castle Hill, rose  

the fortified walls of Buda Castle. And northward, on the banks of the Danube,  

stretched the elegant spires of the parliament building, the largest in all of  

Hungary.  

 

Koves suspected, however, that it was not the view that continually brought  

him to Chain Bridge. It was something else entirely.  



 

The padlocks.  

 

All along the bridge’s railings and suspension wires hung hundreds of  

padlocks—each bearing a different pair of initials, each locked forever to the  

bridge.  

 

Tradition was that two lovers would come together on this bridge, inscribe  

their initials on a padlock, secure the lock to the bridge, and then throw the key  

into the deep water, where it would be lost forever—a symbol of their eternal  

connection.  

 

The simplest of promises, Koves thought, touching one of the dangling locks.  

My soul is locked to your soul, forever.  

 

Whenever Koves needed to be reminded that boundless love existed in the  

world, he would come to see these locks. Tonight felt like one of those nights.  

As he stared down into the swirling water, he felt as if the world were suddenly  

moving far too fast for him. Perhaps I don’t belong here anymore.  

 

What had once been life’s quiet moments of solitary reflection—a few  

minutes alone on a bus, or walking to work, or waiting for an appointment—now  

felt unbearable, and people impulsively reached for their phones, their earbuds,  

and their games, unable to fight the addictive pull of technology. The miracles of  

the past were fading away, whitewashed by a ceaseless hunger for all-that-was-  

new.  

 

Now, as Yehuda Koves stared down into the water, he felt increasingly weary.  

His vision seemed to blur, and he began to see eerie, amorphous shapes moving  

beneath the water’s surface. The river suddenly looked like a churning stew of  

creatures coming to life in the deep.  

 

“A viz el,” a voice said behind him. “The water is alive.”  

 

The rabbi turned and saw a young boy with curly hair and hopeful eyes. The  

boy reminded Yehuda of himself in younger years.  

 



“I’m sorry?” the rabbi said.  

 

The boy opened his mouth to speak, but instead of language, an electronic  

buzzing noise issued from his throat and a blinding white light flashed from his  

eyes.  

 

Rabbi Koves awoke with a gasp, sitting bolt upright in his chair.  

 

“Oy gevalt!”  

 

The phone on his desk was blaring, and the old rabbi spun around, scanning  

the study of his haziko in a panic. Thankfully, he was entirely alone. He could  

feel his heart pounding.  

 

Such a strange dream, he thought, trying to catch his breath.  

 

The phone was insistent, and Koves knew that at this hour it had to be Bishop  

Valdespino, calling to provide him with an update on his transportation to  

Madrid.  

 

“Bishop Valdespino,” the rabbi answered, still feeling disoriented. “What is  

the news?”  

 

“Rabbi Yehuda Koves?” an unfamiliar voice inquired. “You don’t know me,  

and I don’t want to frighten you, but I need you to listen to me carefully.”  

 

Koves was suddenly wide-awake.  

 

The voice was female but was masked somehow, sounding distorted. The  

caller spoke in rushed English with a slight Spanish accent. “I’m filtering my  

voice for privacy. I apologize for that, but in a moment, you will understand  

why.”  

 

“Who is this?!” Koves demanded.  

 

“I am a watchdog—someone who does not appreciate those who try to  

conceal the truth from the public.”  



 

“I ... don’t understand.”  

 

“Rabbi Koves, I know you attended a private meeting with Edmond Kirsch,  

Bishop Valdespino, and Allamah Syed al-Fadl three days ago at the Montserrat  

monastery.”  

 

How does she know this?!  

 

“In addition, I know Edmond Kirsch provided the three of you with extensive  

information about his recent scientific discovery ... and that you are now  

involved in a conspiracy to conceal it.”  

 

“What?!”  

 

“If you do not listen to me very carefully, then I predict you will be dead by  

morning, eliminated by the long arm of Bishop Valdespino.” The caller paused.  

“Just like Edmond Kirsch and your friend Syed al-Fadl.”  

 

CHAPTER 40  

 

Rabbi yehuda koves rushed from his study, crossed the garden, and slipped out  

the front door of his home, descending the steps to the sidewalk.  

 

I am no longer safe at home, the rabbi told himself, his heart pounding  

relentlessly. I must get to the synagogue.  

 

The Dohany Street Synagogue was not only Koves’s lifelong sanctuary, it was  

a veritable fortress. The shrine’s barricades, barbed fences, and twenty-four-hour  

guards served as a sharp reminder of Budapest’s long history of anti-Semitism.  

Tonight, Koves felt grateful to hold the keys to such a citadel.  

 

The synagogue was fifteen minutes away from his house—a peaceful stroll  

Koves took every day—and yet tonight, as he started out along Kossuth Lajos  

Street, he felt only fear. Lowering his head, Koves warily scanned the shadows  

before him as he began his journey.  

 



Almost immediately he saw something that put him on edge.  

 

A dark figure sat hunched on a bench across the street—a powerfully built  

man wearing blue jeans and a baseball cap—poking casually at his smartphone,  

his bearded face illuminated by the glow of the device.  

 

He is not from this neighborhood, Koves knew, increasing his pace.  

 

The man in the baseball cap glanced up, watched the rabbi a moment, and  

then returned to his phone. Koves pressed on. After one block, he glanced  

nervously behind him. To his dismay, the man in the baseball cap was no longer  

on the bench. He had crossed the street and was walking along the sidewalk  

behind Koves.  

 

He’s following me! The old rabbi’s feet moved faster, and his breath grew  

short. He wondered if leaving his home had been a terrible mistake.  

 

Valdespino urged me to stay inside! Whom have I decided to trust?  

 

Koves had planned to wait for Valdespino’s men to come and escort him to  

Madrid, but the phone call had changed everything. The dark seeds of doubt  

were sprouting quickly.  

 

The woman on the phone had warned him: The bishop is sending men not to  

transport you, but rather to remove you—just like he removed Syed al-Fadl.  

Then she had presented evidence so persuasive that Koves had panicked and  

fled.  

 

Now, as he hurried along the sidewalk, Koves feared he might not reach the  

safety of his synagogue after all. The man in the baseball cap was still behind  

him, tailing Koves at about fifty meters.  

 

A deafening screech tore through the night air, and Koves jumped. The sound,  

he realized with relief, was a city bus braking at a bus stop just down the block.  

Koves felt as if it had been sent by God Himself as he rushed toward the vehicle  

and scrambled aboard. The bus was packed with raucous college students, and  

two of them politely made room for Koves in front.  



 

“Koszonom,” the rabbi wheezed, breathless. Thank you.  

 

Before the bus could pull away, however, the man in the jeans and baseball  

cap sprinted up behind the bus and narrowly managed to climb aboard.  

 

Koves went rigid, but the man walked past him without a glance and took a  

seat in the back. In the reflection of the windshield, the rabbi could see that the  

man had returned to his smartphone, apparently engrossed in some sort of video  

game.  

 

Don’t be paranoid, Yehuda, he chided himself. He has no interest in you.  

 

When the bus arrived at the Dohany Street stop, Koves gazed longingly at the  

spires of the synagogue only a few blocks away, and yet he could not bring  

himself to leave the safety of the crowded bus.  

 

If I get out, and the man follows me ...  

 

Koves remained in his seat, deciding he was probably safer in a crowd. I can  

just ride the bus for a while and catch my breath, he thought, although he now  

wished he had used the toilet before fleeing his home so abruptly.  

 

It was only moments later, as the bus pulled away from Dohany Street, that  

Rabbi Koves realized the terrible flaw in his plan.  

 

It’s Saturday night, and the passengers are all kids.  

 

Koves now realized that everyone on this bus would almost certainly get off in  

the exact same place—one stop away, in the heart of Budapest’s Jewish quarter.  

 

After World War II, this neighborhood had been left in ruins, but the decaying  

structures were now the hub of one of Europe’s most vibrant bar scenes—the  

famous “ruin bars”—trendy nightclubs housed in dilapidated buildings. On  

weekends, throngs of students and tourists gathered here to party in the bombed-  

out skeletons of graffiti-covered warehouses and old mansions, now retooled  

with the latest sound systems, colorful lighting, and eclectic art.  



 

Sure enough, when the bus screeched to its next stop, all of the students piled  

out together. The man in the cap remained seated in the back, still engrossed in  

his phone. Instinct told Koves to get out as fast as he could, and so he clambered  

to his feet, hurried down the aisle, and descended into the crowd of students on  

the street.  

 

The bus revved up to pull away, but then suddenly halted, its door hissing  

open to release one final passenger—the man in the baseball cap. Koves felt his  

pulse skyrocket once again, and yet the man did not glance even once at Koves.  

Instead, he turned his back to the crowd and walked briskly in the other  

direction, placing a phone call as he went.  

 

Stop imagining things, Koves told himself, trying to breathe calmly.  

 

The bus departed and the pack of students immediately began moving down  

the street toward the bars. For safety, Rabbi Koves would stay with them as long  

as possible, eventually making a sharp left and walking back toward the  

synagogue.  

 

It’s only a few blocks, he told himself, ignoring the heaviness of his legs and  

the increasing pressure in his bladder.  

 

The ruin bars were packed, their boisterous clientele spilling out into the  

streets. All around Koves, the sounds of electronic music throbbed, and the tang  

of beer permeated the air, mixing with the sweet fumes of Sopianae cigarettes  

and Kiirtoskalacs chimney cakes.  

 

As he neared the corner, Koves still had the eerie sense he was being watched.  

He slowed down and stole one more glance behind him. Thankfully, the man in  

the jeans and baseball cap was nowhere to be seen.  

 

In a darkened entryway, the crouched silhouette remained motionless for ten  

long seconds before carefully peering out of the shadows toward the corner.  

 

Nice try, old man, he thought, knowing he had ducked out of sight just in time.  

 



The man double-checked the syringe in his pocket. Then he stepped from the  

shadows, adjusted his baseball cap, and hurried after his mark.  

 

CHAPTER 43  

 

 

nearly A decade after its inception, the “dark web” remains a mystery to the  

vast majority of online users. Inaccessible via traditional search engines, this  

sinister shadowland of the World Wide Web provides anonymous access to a  

mind-boggling menu of illegal goods and services.  

 

From its humble beginning hosting Silk Road—the first online black market  

to sell illegal drugs—the dark web blossomed into a massive network of illicit  

sites dealing in weapons, child pornography, political secrets, and even  

professionals for hire, including prostitutes, hackers, spies, terrorists, and  

assassins.  

 

Every week, the dark web hosted literally millions of transactions, and  

tonight, outside the ruin bars of Budapest, one of those transactions was about to  

be completed.  

 

The man in the baseball cap and blue jeans moved stealthily along Kazinczy  

Street, staying in the shadows as he tracked his prey. Missions like this one had  

become his bread and butter over the past few years and were always negotiated  

through a handful of popular networks—Unfriendly Solution, Hitman Network,  

and BesaMafia.  

 

Assassination for hire was a billion-dollar industry and growing daily, due  

primarily to the dark web’s guarantee of anonymous negotiations and  

untraceable payment via Bitcoin. Most hits involved insurance fraud, bad  

business partnerships, or turbulent marriages, but the rationale was never the  

concern of the person carrying out the job.  

 

No questions, the killer mused. That is the unspoken rule that makes my  

business work.  

 

Tonight’s job was one he had accepted several days ago. His anonymous  



employer had offered him 150,000 euros for staking out the home of an old rabbi  

and remaining “on call” in case action needed to be taken. Action, in this case,  

meant breaking into the man’s home and injecting him with potassium chloride,  

resulting in immediate death from an apparent heart attack.  

 

Tonight, unexpectedly, the rabbi had left his home in the middle of the night  

and taken a city bus to a seedy neighborhood. The assassin had tailed him and  

then used the encrypted overlay program on his smart-phone to inform his  

employer of the development.  

 

Target has exited home. Traveled to bar district.  

 

Possibly meeting someone?  

 

His employer’s response was almost immediate.  

 

Execute.  

 

Now, among the min bars and dark alleyways, what had begun as a stakeout  

had become a deadly game of cat and mouse.  

 

Rabbi Yehuda Koves was sweating and out of breath as he made his way along  

Kazinczy Street. His lungs burned, and he felt as if his aging bladder were about  

to burst.  

 

All I need is a toilet and some rest, he thought, pausing among a crowd  

congregating outside Bar Szimpla—one of Budapest’s largest and most famous  

min bars. The patrons here were such a diverse mix of ages and professions that  

nobody gave the old rabbi a second look.  

 

I’ll stop just for a moment, he decided, moving toward the bar.  

 

Once a spectacular stone mansion with elegant balconies and tall windows,  

the Bar Szimpla was now a dilapidated shell covered with graffiti. As Koves  

moved through the wide portico of this once grand city residence, he passed  

through a doorway inscribed with an encoded message: Egg-esh-Ay-ged-reh!  

 



It took him a moment to realize that it was nothing but the phonetic spelling of  

the Hungarian word egeszsegedre —meaning “cheers!”  

 

Entering, Koves stared in disbelief at the bar’s cavernous interior. The derelict  

mansion was built around a sprawling courtyard dotted with some of the  

strangest objects the rabbi had ever seen—a couch made from a bathtub,  

mannequins riding bicycles suspended in the air, and a gutted East German  

Trabant sedan, which now served as makeshift seating for patrons.  

 

The courtyard was enclosed by high walls adorned with a patchwork of spray-  

painted graffiti, Soviet-era posters, classical sculptures, and hanging plants that  

spilled over interior balconies packed with patrons who all swayed to the  

thumping music. The air smelled of cigarettes and beer. Young couples kissed  

passionately in plain sight while others discreetly smoked from small pipes and  

drank shots of palinka, a popular fruit brandy bottled in Hungary.  

 

Koves always found it ironic that humans, despite being God’s most sublime  

creation, were still just animals at the core, their behavior driven to a great extent  

by a quest for creature comforts. We comfort our physical bodies in hopes our  

souls will follow. Koves spent much of his time counseling those who  

overindulged in the animal temptations of the body—primarily food and sex—  

and with the rise of Internet addiction and cheap designer drugs, his job had  

grown more challenging every day.  

 

The only creature comfort Koves needed at the moment was a restroom, and  

so he was dismayed to find a line ten people deep. Unable to wait, he gingerly  

climbed the stairs, where he was told he would find numerous other restrooms.  

On the second floor of the mansion, the rabbi moved through a labyrinth of  

adjoining sitting rooms and bedrooms, each with its own little bar or seating  

area. He asked one of the bartenders about a bathroom, and the man pointed to a  

hallway a good distance away, apparently accessible along a balcony walkway  

that overlooked the courtyard.  

 

Koves quickly made his way to the balcony, placing a steadying hand on the  

railing as he moved along it. As he walked, he peered absently into the bustling  

courtyard below, where a sea of young people gyrated in rhythm to the deep  

pulse of the music.  



 

Then Koves saw it.  

 

He stopped short, his blood turning cold.  

 

There, in the middle of the crowd, the man in the baseball cap and jeans was  

staring directly up at him. For one brief instant, the two men locked eyes. Then,  

with the speed of a panther, the man in the cap sprang into action, pushing his  

way past patrons and sprinting up the staircase.  

 

The assassin bounded up the stairs, scrutinizing every face he passed. Bar  

Szimpla was quite familiar to him, and he quickly made his way to the balcony  

where his target had been standing.  

 

The rabbi was gone.  

 

I did not pass you, the killer thought, which means you moved deeper into the  

building.  

 

Raising his gaze to a darkened corridor ahead, the assassin smiled, suspecting  

he knew precisely where his mark would try to hide.  

 

The corridor was cramped and smelled of urine. At the far end was a warped  

wooden door.  

 

The killer padded loudly down the corridor and banged on the door.  

 

Silence.  

 

He knocked again.  

 

A deep voice inside grunted that the room was occupied.  

 

“Bocsasson meg!” the killer apologized in a chirpy voice, and made a show of  

loudly moving away. Then he silently turned around and came back to the door,  

pressing his ear to the wood. Inside, he could hear the rabbi whispering  

desperately in Hungarian.  



 

“Someone is trying to kill me! He was outside my house! Now he has trapped  

me inside Bar Szimpla in Budapest! Please! Send help!”  

 

Apparently, his target had dialed 112—Budapest’s equivalent of 911.  

Response times were notoriously slow, but nonetheless, the killer had heard  

enough.  

 

Glancing behind him to make sure he was alone, he leveled his muscular  

shoulder toward the door, leaned back, and synchronized his attack with the  

thunderous beat of the music.  

 

The old butterfly latch exploded on the first try. The door flew open. The  

killer stepped inside, closed the door behind him, and faced his prey.  

 

The man cowering in the corner looked as confused as he did terrified.  

 

The killer took the rabbi’s phone, ended the call, and tossed the phone into the  

toilet.  

 

“Wh-who sent you?!” the rabbi stammered.  

 

“The beauty of my situation,” the man replied, “is that I have no way to  

know.”  

 

The old man was wheezing now, sweating profusely. He suddenly began to  

gasp, his eyes bulging out as he reached up and seized his own chest with both  

hands.  

 

Really? the killer thought, smiling. He’s having a heart attack?  

 

On the bathroom floor, the old man writhed and choked, his eyes pleading for  

compassion as his face turned red and he clawed at his chest. Finally, he pitched  

face-first onto the grimy tile, where he lay trembling and shuddering as his  

bladder emptied itself into his pants, a trickle of urine now running across the  

floor.  

 



Finally, the rabbi was still.  

 

The killer crouched down and listened for breathing. Not a sound.  

 

Then he stood up, smirking. “You made my job far easier than I anticipated.”  

 

With that, the killer strode toward the door.  

 

Rabbi Koves’s lungs strained for air.  

 

He had just given the performance of a lifetime.  

 

Teetering near unconsciousness, he lay motionless and listened as his  

attacker’s footsteps retreated across the bathroom floor. The door creaked open  

and then clicked closed.  

 

Silence.  

 

Koves forced himself to wait another couple of seconds to ensure that his  

attacker had walked down the hall out of earshot. Then, unable to wait another  

instant, Koves exhaled and began pulling in deep life-giving breaths. Even the  

stale air of the bathroom tasted heaven-sent.  

 

Slowly, he opened his eyes, his vision hazy from lack of oxygen. As Koves  

raised his throbbing head, his vision began to clear. To his bewilderment, he saw  

a dark figure standing just inside the closed door.  

 

The man in the baseball cap was smiling down at him.  

 

Koves froze. He never left the room.  

 

The killer took two long strides to the rabbi, and with a viselike grip, he  

grabbed the rabbi’s neck and shoved his face back into the tile floor.  

 

“You could stop your breathing,” snarled the killer, “but you couldn’t stop  

your heart.” He laughed. “Not to worry, I can help you with that.”  

 



An instant later, a searing point of heat tore into the side of Koves’s neck. A  

molten fire seemed to flow down his throat and up over his skull. This time,  

when his heart seized, he knew it was for real.  

 

After dedicating much of his life to the mysteries of Shamayim —the dwelling  

place of God and the righteous dead—Rabbi Yehuda Koves knew that all the  

answers were just a heartbeat away.  

 

 


